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CASE STUDY

La Presse used Snowplow BDP 
to automate, optimize and 
personalize marketing  and 
engagement in real time.

With real-time data, La Presse was able to reduce unsubscribe 
rates, increase email open rates, increase CTRs, identify and 
prevent churn and change segmentation on the fly.
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La Presse, founded in 1884, is a fully digital French-language media 
outlet, active 24/7 in Montreal, Québec, Canada. It is owned by a social 
trust. Until 2017, when La Presse became 100% digital, it had been a 
traditional daily broadsheet.

Background
Company 

La Presse, founded in 1884, became a fully digital, 
Canadian, French-language newspaper in 2017 and  
is available at lapresse.ca and on mobile and tablet. 

• Reaches 55% of Quebec population monthly 

• 3.7+ million active users per month 

Challenges 

• Automate marketing actions based on real-time events 

• Provide a personalized experience to users, through features and 

messaging 

• Collect and use real-time, event-level data across all platforms 

(web, mobile, tablet) and use it flexibly, in whatever way they 

needed 

Solutions 

• Snowplow real-time data collection pipeline to power customer 

journey builder and advertising segment builder 

• Snowplow enables key actions: 

- Tracking everything across platforms in real-time flexibly and 

with full control on own platform (AWS) 

- Maintaining predictable total cost of ownership

La Presse at a glance

La Presse is available on various platforms, online at lapresse.ca, through its mobile app 
on Android and iOS and for tablets through La Presse+. 

Like many media companies in the internet age, industry-wide challenges have pushed 
traditional entities like La Presse to move completely into the digital realm. Competitive 
pressures and digitization have dogged journalism as a discipline, causing many media 
properties to fold, but for those that weathered the challenges, adaptation was required. 

La Presse executed the necessary digital transformation - but moving to a completely 
digital model required a new set of strategies. For La Presse, renewing the readership 
was a priority, but the media content had to remain free for all readers, notwithstanding 
their financial income. To support their digital approach, La Presse conducted extensive 
testing to develop a sustainable and user-friendly digital news ecosystem, relying on 
a mix of engaging experience and revenue generation. This process accelerated  
and elevated the need for real-time insight and granular control over data collection  
and analysis - both in polishing its new digital properties and in the longer term to 
contribute to the success and growth of the all-digital face of La Presse.

“Snowplow enables us to trigger actions in near-real time – as soon 
as events or actions occur on the user side.” 
Hervé Mensah, Director - Data Science & Integration, La Presse
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Challenge
La Presse faced a twofold challenge in discontinuing their 
print edition:

1) Going head-to-head with the Google-Apple-Facebook-Amazon (GAFA) online
ad juggernaut.

Competing on a solely digital media platform and sharing the ad market with 
GAFA, the La Presse ad offering had to reflect truly real-time insight, fueled by 
being able to track everything that happened on their multiple platforms at the 
event level. This also prompted a need to move away from relying on analytics 
third-party providers to a data analytics solution that would fit better into the 
new reality and their tech ecosystem. 

2) Enhancing the customer experience by automating and improving
marketing strategy and efforts using insights gained from data collected.

Shifting from print to digital required a new set of user considerations and 
opportunities, including the possibility to tailor content, messaging and 
advertising to drive readers down the engagement funnel and create a truly 
personalized user experience. 

Undertaking these initiatives required collecting and using data on a whole 
new and granular level. Luckily, La Presse already had a seasoned data team in 
place in their Growth, Analytics and Data Science department, with three main 
areas of expertise: 

• Growth/digital marketing
• Consumer Insights (reader demographics, declarative/non-trackable data,

etc.)
• Data Science & Integration

Having worked primarily with Localytics and Google Analytics (free), 
two roadblocks stood in the team’s way as they needed more flexibility 
and transparency from their data:

The data engineering challenge

1) as they increased the number of data points they collected, the total cost of
ownership (TCO) was rising;

2) the ability to track everything with no latency and control the data collected
and how they used it became business critical. Cost, flexibility and the need for
truly real-time data were key drivers in the decision to seek a new solution.

The data engineering efforts aim to ensure that La Presse has the right 
technical solutions in place to support its business objectives. Finding and 
implementing a real-time analytics solution that would meet the demands of 
the four key internal stakeholders at La Presse - sales, marketing, product, 
newsroom during this transitional period was in the Data Science & 
Integration team’s hands. 

“Introducing technology to enhance automated marketing is 
not about sending the same message to everyone, but rather 
to allow us to tailor and personalize each contact with our 
users as much as possible.” 
Hervé Mensah, Director - Data Science & Integration, La Presse
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The solution: 
Snowplow 
BDP
In response to these 
challenges, La Presse 
started their search for  
a new analytics solution.

“Snowplow delivered a game 
changer: We can offer 
business proactivity in 
Growth Marketing and Sales 
and deliver zero-latency use 
cases.” 
Hervé Mensah, Director - Data 
Science & Integration, La Presse

Two main use cases (the ad offering and the 
marketing automation piece) formed the basis for 
their requirements. La Presse sought a 
customizable, self-hosted, real-time analytics 
solution. More specifically, being able to track more 
data points, being able to integrate with AWS and 
being able to customize the data pipeline in real 
time motivated the team’s decision to use 
Snowplow BDP after assessing several potential 
solutions.

Taking advantage of a “good internal data team”,  
La Presse set up their new Snowplow-enhanced data 
ecosystem. On a human resources/team level, this 
involved a specific internal workflow. Data analysts 
gather internal data needs → Data engineering 
team deliver needed trackers and resulting data to 
data lake and lake shores → data analysts do QA 
and validation internally and deliver reports and 
analysis. Data Scientists build models on top of the 
integrated data. 

DATA SOURCES

DATA LAKEREST API

SOAP WS

ODBC
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LAKE SHORES BUSINESS MODELS
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Figure 1 - On an architectural 
level, La Presse’s data ecosystem 
is set up as shown here.
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“Snowplow helps us track behaviors on all digital properties - 
we can get all those sources of data and put them into our data 
lakes - which is raw, messy data - and move it into lake shores - 
where we gather relevant data and filter it through different use 
cases, so that the analyst and data scientists can leverage what 
is in the data. The data lake and shores setup makes data more 
actionable.” 
Hervé Mensah, Director - Data Science & Integration, La Presse

La Presse’s data sources - internal (e.g., ERP, internal CMS), 
external (e.g., ads, app, social media, etc.) and Snowplow-
based - are funneled into a data lake. While La Presse still 
relies on data warehouses for reports and dashboards that 
reflect consistent, well-defined, enterprise-wide data, the 
data lake has been instrumental in decoupling data from 
silos, opening data up, reducing the length of data discovery 
phase and in surfacing and leveraging data in immediate 
ways, such as feeding new features into their apps, e.g. 
customization of segments they are developing, or directing 
readers straight to relevant articles. The data lake provides 
specific, real-time, event-level data that enables this kind of 
agility, while the data warehouse continues to provide 
descriptive reports of what has happened before.  

In the La Presse setup, the data lake ingests the raw data, 
and La Presse created a second layer on top of the data lake 
that they refer to as “lake shores". These lake shores 
maintain event-level granularity, and they are where La 
Presse does two distinct things: 1) split data into tables that 
make more sense in terms of business needs, and 2) filter, 
clean and gather data. From here, the processed data is fed 
horizontally into La Presse’s business models. In addition to 
feeding into output that informs models, patterns and 
behavioral insights, the data is also fed into out-of-the-box 
or custom-built tools La Presse designed for their specific 
use cases:  

• Customer journey builder - the marketing automation tool

• Segment builder - for ad campaigns
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How La Presse 
uses Snowplow: 
Use cases 
and solutions  
to challenges
Once data engineering 
implemented and configured 
Snowplow to their 
requirements, the possibilities 
were virtually unlimited.

La Presse was immediately able to start surfacing 
insights and building on top of Snowplow with the 
stated aims of letting their marketing team create 
scenarios they need to establish desired customer 
journeys and giving advertisers better targeting  
and better value. 

In the first step La Presse collects events with the 
Snowplow data collection pipeline across the  
La Presse platforms, i.e. trackers are set up on their 
website and two mobile platforms.

Enrichments are applied, good and bad data 
filtered, and all data is delivered to the data lake 
through the real-time pipeline (figure 2). 

One of the primary ways La Presse uses Snowplow 
is in animating its marketing automation 
process. This is essentially a real-time 
qualification engine that forges a user profile 
based on the journey a user/customer takes when 
using La Presse properties.

“Snowplow is flexible enough 
that you can put together the 
pieces that best fit your use 
cases.” 
Hervé Mensah, Director - Data 
Science & Integration, La Presse

Figure 2 - La Presse’s Snowplow setup, simplified
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Put simply, when a reader takes an action, La Presse proactively recalculates 
how the reader is consuming content, for example by time of day, topic/
article, demographic information, etc. Specific actions are then triggered in 
near-real time per user, so that an increasingly customized experience 
should be the result. Clearly this should deliver the best possible user 
experience, but also guides the best course of action on the business side. 
That is, does La Presse need to push specific personalized content to keep 
the user engaged, does La Presse need to send an email? Based on everything 
the user data has taught La Presse, they can tailor the necessary levels of 
engagement and personalization across the entire customer journey, and 
this is directed by analysts who access the web interface that lets them 
control the different parts of the customer journey (figures 3 and 4). 

For each stage of the customer journey, there is a suggested course of action. 
During the journey, the focus is on user interest. If the data suggests that a 
user likes cars, the user will automatically receive increasingly tailored, car-
related information or if the reader may be interested in financially 
supporting La Presse, the user will receive information about how and why to 
contribute. This level of personalization is thanks to Snowplow, and has led 
La Presse to develop even more sophisticated custom tools that will help 
with individualization of the La Presse user experience.  

A second way La Presse uses Snowplow is in its sell-side advertising offer.  
In the same way as data informs the customer journey builder, data fuels the 
La Presse segment builder tool, which helps advertisers target and reach the 
right audience for their ads. Again based on Snowplow tracking of user 
interest and activities on the La Presse website and smartphone/tablet apps, 
this real-time use data fed into the segment builder. La Presse offers a 
number of out-of-the-box audiences to advertisers built using a machine 
learning algorithm, but most want customized audiences, which is another 
way in which real-time data is essential. The number of ad impressions for 
this product has increased, leading to greater value on the advertiser side.

Figure 3 - Real-time qualification

Figure 4 - Real-time decisions
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Why Snowplow 
- Key enablers
Considering what  
La Presse wanted to 
achieve and how they 
wanted to handle and 
manage data, Snowplow 
was the right solution  
for a number of reasons:

“With Snowplow we are able to track all the events we want and take immediate 
action. We can identify signs of potential churn and take targeted action to prevent 
it; we can segment audiences based on engagement, interests, and many other 
qualifications to make the experience as individual as possible. This helps the sales 
team, advertisers, marketing and the newsroom to understand our readers and what 
they want and do as well as to improve content and the overall user experience.” 
Hervé Mensah, Director - Data Science & Integration, La Presse

• Endless tracking possibilities - tracking as many events as desired 

• Ease of use - tracking new events is easy to implement  

• Real-time capabilities - game-changing instant data, no more two to three hour delays; zero-latency use 
cases, allowing business proactivity in marketing and sales 

• Competitive total cost of ownership - not billed by data points, and cost of support and infrastructure are 
independent and predictable 

• Not a black box - full visibility and control, retention of complete data ownership and being able to integrate 
with existing AWS account
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The big picture: 
What results 
have La Presse 
achieved with 
Snowplow?
Snowplow has made a difference to 
La Presse in two major ways: First 
in delivering marketing automation 
and insight solutions to tackle 
targeting and serving both ads and 
content to very specific audiences 
- to a near-individual level; second,
in improving La Presse’s internal
core metrics.

Results - Marketing automation and insight 

Several key results are at least in part attributable 
to how La Presse has made use of Snowplow data  
to personalize their marketing efforts:  

• Unsubscribe rates - Snowplow data allowed La
Presse to find the appropriate thresholds in
“send frequency" to maintain a balance/reduce
unsubscribe rates. 

• Open rates (email and notifications) increased
by 25% 

• CTR saw a 33% overall increase 

• Snowplow data and insights contributed to
generating the 2.5 million CAD in donations
(“contributions volontaires”) within a four-month
period, thanks to advertising retargeting and
tailoring efforts based on Snowplow data.

Results - La Presse core metrics 

La Presse tracks three key metrics daily: active 
users (daily, weekly, monthly, yearly), time spent on 
each platform and number of sessions. This can be 
broken down further by article, by article sections, 
by demographic data. Snowplow has helped to 
identify important data predictively, almost before 
it’s needed, for example: 

• Highlighting potential signs of churn before the
churn happens 

• Proactively changing segmentation based on
real-time data 

• Improving the content La Presse offers both in
general and on a granular, individual level 

Each of these patterns translates into an action  
and a business result, such as boosting revenue  
for sales by delivering more precisely targeted 
advertising for advertisers or increased loyalty with 
the La Presse brand through relevant use of 
marketing engagement tools.

“Having Snowplow helps the business. For sales, it can be an increase in revenue 
because of the audience we are able to provide; for marketing, better insight into 
users and how they can become more engaged.” 
Hervé Mensah, Director - Data Science & Integration, La Presse
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The La Presse - 
Snowplow  
Future
“Thanks to the unlimited, 
real-time data points 
Snowplow lets us gather, we 
can calculate individual user 
footprints, and will soon offer 
users a more personalized 
content space when they 
come to La Presse sites.” 

Hervé Mensah, Director - Data 
Science & Integration, La Presse
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If you would like to learn more about how Snowplow 
can help grow your business, request a demo.

https://snowplowanalytics.com/?utm_source=case-study&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gousto&utm_content=text-link
https://snowplowanalytics.com/request-demo/?utm_source=case-study&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gousto&utm_content=text-link

